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Planning your wedding is all about the details, and this book will help make one detail much easier,
understandable, and fun a the wedding cake. Through 346 images, a delicious variety of cakes will whet your
appetite and spark your creativity, as well as help you decide on the type, style, and design for your big day.
Do you prefer the splendor of an all-white cake or one with modern simplicity? White buttercream roses and
lilies or fondant flowers and leaves? Maybe youd like icing lace to match your wedding dress? The choices
are made much easier by using this wedding cake guide. Details of the beautiful cake designs accompany the
images while the text explores the history and traditions involved with wedding cakes. With a glossary of

cake decoration terms and tips on choosing a cake designer, this is a great resource for any bride (and groom)-
to-be, wedding planner, and bakery owner.

With a glossary of cake decoration terms and tips on choosing a cake designer this is a great resource for any
bride and groomtobe wedding planner and bakery owner. Read about wedding cakes in history and how

Edible Art is proud to honor this tradition. Art Deco Wedding Cakes Wedding Categories 1 Themes 1 Colors
Any Dessert Table with Modern Cake Macarons. Cake Art was given the Best of Wedding award for 2010

and 2011 for the Lansing MI area by The KnotMichigan Bridal Magazine.

Wedding Cake

Here is a beautiful fourtier The Art of Wedding Cake filled with the inside flavor of strawberry ready to make
everyones taste buds happy and satisfies. Check Out Dorit and PK Kemsleys Extravagant ArtDeco Wedding
Cake Janu 1238 PM ET The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills couple had a wedding with a Great Gatsby
theme and a lavish. Details of the beautiful cake designs accompany the images while the text explores the
history and traditions involved with wedding cakes. All wedding cakes artwork ships within 48 hours and

includes a 30day moneyback guarantee. Very often couples do not know where to start cutting their wedding
cake and how to go about doing it. Edible Art Cake Shop is a classic Southern bakery with two storefront

locations in Charlotte NC and Matthews NC. Art of Cakes Bakery is a local bakery in Maryville TN. Here is a
beautiful fourtier The Art of Wedding Cake filled with the inside flavor of strawberry ready to make

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=Art of the Wedding Cake


everyones taste buds happy and satisfies. Today more and more brides and grooms are opting for a cake that
reflects both their personalities and the weddings theme or sizing down on the cake size to incorporate a more
diverse sweets table. In 2006 Nahid Parsa of La Patisserie Artistique created a 20 million cake for the Luxury

Bridal . Cutting the cake was the only time Ed and I.
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